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Many web applications are implemented in a way that makes developing them painful and repetitive. Catalyst is an open-source Perl-based Model-View-Controller framework that aims to solve this problem by reorganizing your web application to design and implement it in a natural, maintainable and testable manner, making web development fun, fast and rewarding.

Everything that your web application needs to do is only written once; you connect to the database in one place, have configuration in one place, etc. Then, you just write actions for each URL that your application needs, without worrying about the database connections or HTML to produce. Catalyst will handle the details so you can worry about writing your application. Catalyst is designed to be reliable.
There are hundreds of production applications and thousands of users. The code is well-tested, and new releases almost always maintain compatibility with applications written for older versions. You don't have to worry about Catalyst breaking your application and slowing down your development. It just works. Most importantly, Catalyst has a thriving community. You can ask a question on the IRC channel and get a response at almost any time of the day.

This book helps you understand the Catalyst framework, its MVC architecture and also provides detailed walkthroughs to create your web applications. Using this book you can build, test and deploy a site with Catalyst and also learn how to extend Catalyst through plug-ins.
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Swift For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Get up and running with Swift—swiftly


	Brimming with expert advice and easy-to-follow instructions, Swift For Dummies shows new and existing programmers how to quickly port existing Objective-C applications into Swift and get into the swing of the new language like a pro. Designed from the ground up to be a...
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Platelets and Megakaryocytes: Volume 1: Functional Assays (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2004

	12 The average human body has in the order of 10 circulating platelets. They are crucial for hemostasis, and yet excessive platelet activation is a major cause of m- bidity and mortality in western societies. It is therefore not surprising that platelets have become one of the most extensively investigated biological cell types. We are,...
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CRISPR Guide RNA Design: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology, 2162)Humana Press, 2020

	This detailed volume focuses on the CRISPR-associated guide RNA and how it can be designed, modified, and validated for a broad repertoire of purposes. Beginning with a section on computational design of target-specific guide RNAs, the book continues by covering chemical modifications to alter guide RNA stability, specificity, and...
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Spring in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Spring in Action, Fourth Edition is a hands-on guide to the Spring Framework, updated for version 4. It covers the latest features, tools, and practices including Spring MVC, REST, Security, Web Flow, and more. You'll move between short snippets and an ongoing example as you learn to build...
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WordPress Complete: set up, customize, and market your blogPackt Publishing, 2006
Wordpress is a simple and powerful way to start blogging. If you're not an IT expert but want to use a state of the art blogging system to give your blog the best chance of success, while giving you the time to focus on content and your readers, WordPress is the right system for you, and this book is the right place to start. It will give you a...
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C++ for Business Programmers (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2005
C++ for Business Programming, Second Edition is an introduction to C++ programming. The power of C++ lies in its object-oriented extensions of the C language. However, we believe that for beginning students it is best to learn the basics of programming without the extra encumbrance of having to learn object-oriented concepts. Therefore, the book is...
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